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Tools for togetherness

© All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Sol+Luna 172

Walrus 208

Panigiri 132 Pantagruel 140 Picnik 154 Sensu 162

Sticks 182 Virus 200Tiki 190

Our “tools for togetherness” know no boundaries. Whether 
you’re creating a cozy garden terrace, a charming sidewalk 
café or refreshing your office space, each product is designed 
to bring friends, family or colleagues together in new ways. 
Explore the versatility of our products to inspire any indoor 
or outdoor space.

N E W
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Extremis



I m m o r t a l 
i d e a s

We aim to inspire the future 

by changing today’s way of 

thinking. 

W h y  o n 
e a r t h

At Extremis, we only start 

developing an idea if it is both 

necessary and useful.

C a r e f u l l y 
d e s i g n e d

The best way to make a 

product last, however,  

is to make it beautiful.  

In every aspect. 

L a s t i n g 
m a t e r i a l s

We employ only the highest 

quality materials and cutting-

edge processes.

W i t h
p o s i t i v e
i m p a c t

Designs that have the power to 

spark meaningful connections 

and enhance the way we 

interact with one another.

We strive to create ideas that 

are loved for their personality, 

embraced for their quality, and 

cherished for their impact, as 

true tools for togetherness.

© All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Acacia
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2018

Turn Acacia to follow the sun and create 
shadow wherever you want. Just like the 
African tree it is named after, this shade 
captures a maximum of sunshine with a 
minimum surface area.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Extremis


Simply use the handle and 
turn Acacia to the sun.


Instead of closing 

the umbrella, simply 
remove the canvas and 

store it in the bag
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Acacia


Poolside with a magnificent 

view from Mount Kemmel.

After a full day of building 
treehouses and playing hide 
and seek, it’s time for a 
break underneath the Acacia 
shade. On today’s menu: 
candy and ice cream!
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Extremis
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Configure me

Dimensions (cm)

Acacia

This eccentric shade is intended to 
be directed towards the sun to create 
just as much shade as a 3m parasol 
would. Just like the African acacia tree 
that evolved to capture as much sun as 

possible with the smallest leaf canopy, 
Acacia casts shade wherever you like 
with a relatively small surface area. 

231 235 300

189/236

Accessories & options

Materials & colors

PU coated polyester fabric Parasol base

Cover (included) Parasol bases

Galvanized steelWhite

With Tiki tableWith Virus

Powder coated stainless steel pole & tubes

Off white
RAL9002

Verdigris Reed green
RAL6013

Copper brown
RAL8004
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AMAi
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2021

Furniture that is as flexible as your lifestyle: 
meet AMAi, a true marvel of multifunctionality. 
Take every moment to new heights with the 
adjustable tabletop, lights, electricity, a 
catering station and a sunshade. 

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.

GOOD
DESIGN
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This coworking space in 
a former chapel, brings 
people together around 
the AMAi to share ideas 
and get some work done. 
Standing or seated, under 
the supervision of the Holy 
Mary, you’ll be blessed with 
sublime workday! 

Extremis
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AMAi

An effortless dinner event 
with friends or a focused 
brainstorm session with 
colleagues? AMAi is a landing 
place for togetherness, 
adapting instantly to every 
new experience.
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This trendy and laid-back coffee 
shop is the perfect setting for 
the AMAi table in galvanized 
steel. An ideal spot to enjoy 
a latte with some home-made 
cake! The add-on table creates 
some extra space alongside the 
tabletop. This add-on table pins 
onto the side caps of the frame 
and can be used both in the 
standard and high position.


Due to the white color 

sheme, the AMAi table's 
industrial look beautifully 

complements with the 
rustic facade of this 

historic house.

Extremis
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Hopper
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Extremis

It’s time to steal the show! 
With the perfect height to 
prepare meals and drinks, 
you have an outdoor 
cooking corner to share 
delicious togetherness with 
friends. Share a glass at the 
bar, throw together a meal 
and eat at the high or low 
table. At daytime or under 
the night sky, AMAi is a table 
without limits. 
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AMAi
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Extremis

The frame overhead can 
have optional LED lights 
and/or plugs to offer 
connectivity at all times.
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Accessories & options

Types

Configure me

Materials & colors

A-frame, top profile

Tabletop centerplate & tabletop side profiles

Galvanized steel

Galvanized steel

Extension module Lighting & electricity Add-on table Shade

HiLo bench - short/longBenchAMAi AMAi catering station

AMAi is the flexibility that you desire, 
all the time, indoors and outdoors. Two 
A-shaped side frames provide a solid 
construction. In between these frames, 
you can position the tabletop into two 

heights: standard or high. Thanks to the 
innovative design, even a single person 
can smoothly slide the tabletop from 
‘sitting height’ into ‘standing height’ 
and vice versa.

AMAi

Black
RAL9005

Screenholder Bar add-on
(for catering station)

Black
RAL9005

Off whiteBeach beige

CoconutGrey chiné

RAL9002RAL1019
Copper brown

Marble

RAL8004

Off whiteBeach beige
RAL9002RAL1019

Copper brown
RAL8004

Hellwood
(Centerplate)

Footrest Sunbrella® cushions

Stainless steel
(Optional)

Power options Wheelchair accessible

Parasol fabric

White hi-tech
polyester
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Anker
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2015

Sailors drop the anchor when they have 
reached a place where they want to stay. 
Sit down around Anker and touch base with 
your friends or family. Anchoring is about 
getting a grip on what is really important in 
life and disconnecting a bit from the daily 
rush at work.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Extremis
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Anker

The garden of Mr. Ito’s house 
in Nagano (Japan) is the 
ideal setting for afternoon 
tea. Amidst the lush greenery 
of the garden, the Anker 
table and Inumbrina medium 
parasol are the coziest 
places to sip some freshly 
brewed green tea.


Blending in with the 

soft earthly colors of 
its surroundings. Anker 

comfortably seats six people.
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Extremis
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Configure meThe compact 6-seater picnic table en-
courages one-on-one conversations, but 
its appearance invites people to come 
on board. Just slide in at the sides of 
the benches, without having to lift your 

leg. Anker is very robust and weather 
resistant. Configure Anker as you wish: 
choose galvanized steel or a powder 
coated finish, combined with wooden 
hardwood tabletop and benches.

Anker

ø217

74

ø320

250

Accessories & options

With Inumbrina medium Power optionsFloor fastening Connection piece for shade

Dimensions (cm)

Materials & colors

Tabletop & benches

Frame & legs

Tabletop centerplate

Galvanized steel

Iroko Hellwood

Black
RAL9005

Earth

Earth

Off white
RAL9002

Black
RAL9005

Off white
RAL9002

Verdigris

Verdigris
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Bistroo
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2018

Love is about looking in the same direction. 
Instead of sitting opposite each other, you 
sit side by side at the Bistroo, observing and 
commenting the world as it's passing by.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Extremis
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Bistroo


Under the blossoming 
branches of this 100-year-
old rose bush, the loveliest 
breakfast spot reveals itself. 
Dream away of what the day 
yet has to offer just with the 
two of you at the Bistroo table. 


The homeowners of this 
lovely house aspired for 
their home to be an idyllic, 
minimalist sanctuary in 
the center of Melbourne, 
Australia.
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Extremis


Bistroo is stackable up 

to 4 pieces
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Bistroo


In the ever-sunny South of 

France, Bistroo enriches the 
garden of this seaside villa. It’s 

the perfect spot to close your 
eyes and listen to the birds 

singing their morning songs. 


With views over the Japanese 

mountains of Shizuoka, this 
traditional arts and crafts 

school placed some Bistroos 
in the courtyard to take 

a peaceful break. Seated 
shoulder to shoulder, the 

pupils see the world passing 
by from the same point of view. 
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Extremis
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Configure me

Accessories & options

Dimensions (cm)

Table tray Cushions

Bistroo

When you see the Bistroo you will imme-
diately realise what the double ‘oo’ is all 
about. The rounded backrests provide 
support as you sit side by side, watching 
the world go by. Three legs, two seats 

and one tabletop are the basis of this 
innovative concept. This design makes 
it perfectly stable on any surface, and 
it is faster to stack and lock away than 
individual tables and chairs. 

116 94

88

Floor fastening

Materials & colors

Powder coated tabletop, seats, legs & backrest

Sunbrella® cushions

Grey chiné Dark taupe

Indigo Loto Craps

Marble Charcoal Leaf green

Off white
RAL9002

Verdigris Reed green
RAL6013

Copper brown
RAL8004

Sun yellow
RAL1032

Cosmic cream
RAL1015

Pistache
RAL6021

Power options

Cobalt blue
RAL5013
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Captain's Chair
© Design by Metrica for Extremis, 2013

The Captain's Chair owes its name to its 
shape, which draws inspiration from yacht 
helm chairs. It's a shell offering unrivalled 
seating comfort, even for large or tall people.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Extremis


Water drain & ventilation 
hole. Doubles as a cut-out 
for a form-fitting cushion.


Optional cushion.
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Extremis Captain's  Chair


The Pantagruel high tables 
and Captain's high sliding 

Chairs furnish this cozy 
courtyard in Venice, Italy. 


The fixed benches or a 
Captain's Chair? At the 

Marina combo, you always 
gather gracefully.
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Extremis

The legs of the Captain’s 
Pipe Chair perfectly 

complement the organic, 
round shapes of the 

Panigiri table.
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Captain's  chair

Configure me

Combine

Types Accessories

Materials & colors

Polypropylene shell & high sliding legs

Sliding legs

Pipe legs

Sunbrella® cushions

Cushions

With Panigiri With Hopper combo

Its wide shell offers the ultimate in 
seating pleasure, even for large or 
tall people. Thanks to this variety of 
frames, the chair can be used in all 
kinds of environments: public spaces, 

private homes, indoors, outdoors, etc. 
It is perfectly suited for terraces, patios, 
hotels, restaurants, pubs, offices, 
dining rooms, meeting rooms, bars and 
lounges, to name but a few possibilities. 

Sliding High sliding Pipe

White
RAL9016

Earth Galvanized steel
(low & high 
sliding legs)

Grey chiné Dark taupe Marble Charcoal Leaf green

With Marina

Black
RAL9005

Papyrus white
RAL9018

Verdigris Reed green
RAL6013

EarthBlack
RAL9005

Beach beige Off fwhite
RAL1019 RAL9002

Verdigris Reed green Copper brown
RAL6013 RAL8004

EarthBlack
RAL9005

Beach beige Off fwhite
RAL1019 RAL9002
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Gargantua 30 YEARS

© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 1994

Back in 1994, Dirk Wynants wanted to create 
a table where children could comfortably 
sit at the same height as the adults  to 
enable better communication. He created 
the perfect family table, ready to withstand 
the elements, and at the same time a true 
design icon.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Extremis

The Gargantua table shows 
how aging gracefully is not 
only a matter of design, but 
also of material choice. The 
galvanized legs prove to be 
a super durable material that 
never rusts, while the exposure 
to sun and rain has caused 
the wooden tabletop and 
benches to receive a grayish 
tone that now perfectly suit the 
weathered floor.
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Coworkers having a lunch 
break at the Transavia 
transport building in 
Schiphol/ the Netherlands.


Get ready for a blizzard! 
Gargantua doesn’t mind 
being buried under meters 
of snow in the mountains 
of Champéry, Switzerland, 
thanks to the use of super-
durable wood and steel. 


The aged wood, clean 
lines and galvanized steel 
of the Gargantua picnic 
table complement the sleek 
silhouette of this minimal 
private poolhouse.

Gargantua
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Extremis

Because of its adjustable 
benches for children, 
Gargantua is often passed on 
to the next generation. The 
epitome of sustainability: 
a product that links 
generations and keeps on 
showing its worth.
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Gargantua
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Extremis


In the highest position the 
benches become a tabletop 
extension and provide space 
for 12 people.


The bench height 

can be adjusted to 
suit social or family 

circumstances.
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Gargantua


Cheers to a pleasant picnic 

with friends! 8 people can 
easily gather around this 

circle of coziness to enjoy an 
outdoor day to the fullest.

The galvanized steel of the 
Gargantua matches with 
the metal parapets of this 
penthouse terrace. 
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Extremis
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Configure meGargantua is the original ‘tool for together-
ness.’ Born from the notion that gathering 
around a table should be accessible for all, 
form certainly followed function in more 
ways than one. The adjustable benches 

ensure that small children sit at the same 
eye level as adults and the tabletop is ac-
cessible by wheelchair. Gargantua is the 
ultimate symbol of inclusivity. Provides 
space for 8 - 12 people.

Gargantua

Accessories & options

4 bench positions

Materials & colors

Tabletop & benches

Sunbrella® cushions

Frame, legs & backrest Tabletop centerplate

Cushions

Adults

Backrest Floor fastening Various parasols

Young adults Children XXL tabletop
For (wheel) chairs

Dimensions (cm)

Ø231 Inumbra  
medium/large

75

275/291

Inumbrina 
large

279

Iroko

Marble

Iroko

Grey chiné

Galvanized steel Stainless steel

Power options

Wheelchair accessible
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Hopper picnic
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2010

At a lively beer festival, elegance is almost 
certainly not the main concern, but this 
hasn’t stopped us from trying to improve 
access to the classic picnic table. We 
managed to incorporate more space at the 
sides to get in.

GOOD
DESIGN

Registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Hopper
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Hopper picnic


Enclosed by lush trees 
and bushes a sumptuous 
abstract villa by architects 
Govaert & Vanhoutte reveals 
itself. The black Hopper 
picnic matches the black 
window frames beautifully.

As fall starts to set in, 
Hopper picnic awaits with 
coffee and cake. Take a seat 
on the benches, equipped 
with extra comfort thanks to 
the backrest and cushions.
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Extremis

The sleek design of the 
Hopper picnic gives 
the garden of this rural 
farmhouse a contemporary 
touch.
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Hopper picnic

The Hopper picnic 
beautifully matches this 
architectural villa in 
Australia.
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Extremis
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Hopper picnic AA


In the summer vacation, 
when the parents are off 
to work, the garden of 
this magnificent house 
by Govaert & Vanhoutte 
architects becomes a realm 
of children.

The Hopper picnic AA is 
a real eye-catcher. The 
slanted legs are easy on the 
eye and make it effortless to 
get in and out.
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Extremis

In the park surrounding 
the Maersk Tower in 
Copenhagen, Denmark, 
Hopper picnic tables offer a 
natural escape for passers-
by. A spot to take lunch 
outdoors, a meeting with 
colleagues or a Sunday 
picnic with family? There 
are enough tables for all!


The Hopper picnic table 

seamlessly complements the 
wooden planks of this cozy 

outdoor terrace
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Hopper picnic
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Hopper
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An attractive outdoor break 

room by 'Mamu Architects' at 
the Carglass HQ in Bilzen. 


We're not joking when we 
say our tables are all-
weather proof. They can 
stay out all year long and 
still look amazing, no need 
for ugly protective covers. 
Just let it snow.


At the HQ of Afas Software 
in the Netherlands, the 
employees are enjoying a 
break on one of the many 
outdoor terraces. 

Hopper picnic
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Extremis

The L’Oréal headquarters 
in Japan are a place where 
beauty is born and where 
customers, suppliers and 
employees meet. With 
views on the Shinjuku Chuo 
Park with its blossoming 
cherry trees, people can 
take themselves away from 
work to feel refreshed. The 
Extremis Hopper picnic AA 
add to the feeling of nature 
while fitting perfectly in this 
“Beauty Valley”. 
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Hopper picnic AA

Pass the bread. Hug 
your friends. Be Merry! 
Togetherness is the true 
essence of the holiday 
season, it’s only fitting to 
spend in with good people 
making new memories to 
cherish.
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Extremis
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Hopper picnic

Following the tones of 
the emerald North Sea, 
this Hopper picnic with 

Verdigris legs has found its 
natural habitat. 


There's no better place for 
a reed green Hopper than a 
lushly vegetated room.
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Hopper picnic wood

The four pass-through zones make it easy to 
get in and out of Hopper without having to lift 
your leg over the bench or disturb your table 
companions. Its slanted legs and tabletop 
edges are a clear reference to the hop poles 

that are so characteristic of the Westhoek 
region. If you turn around, you can use the 
tabletop as a comfortable backrest.

180/240/300/360 163 268

74

217

Accessories & options

Dimensions (cm)

Backrest Cushions With Hopper shade

Configure me

Power options Wheelchair
accessibility options

Materials & colors

Tabletop, benches & backrest Frame

Legs & backrest supports

Galvanized steelIroko Hellwood

RAL6013 RAL8004

Galvanized steel Black
RAL9005

Earth

Verdigris Reed green Copper brown
RAL6013 RAL8004

Beach beige Off white
RAL1019 RAL9002
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Configure me

Hopper picnic AA

Hopper AA (All Aluminum) is a mono-
material picnic table with a sleek visual 
aesthetic, but designed with functional-
ity in mind. Four pass-through zones at 
the ends eliminate the need to scramble 

over the benches to reach the table.
A picnic table at heart, this piece adds a 
playful yet architectural element to any 
indoor space or outdoor terrace.

240/300/360 163 268

74

217

Dimensions (cm)

With Hopper shadeCushions

Accessories & options

Backrest

Grey chiné Dark taupe MarbleCoconut Charcoal

Leaf green Rust

Sunbrella® cushions (for wood & AA version)

Materials & colors

Tabletop, benches, legs & backrest

Black
RAL9005

Earth

Verdigris Reed green Copper brown
RAL6013 RAL8004

Beach beige Off white
RAL1019 RAL9002

Biscuit

Power options Wheelchair
accessibility options
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Hopper combo
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2010

The Hopper combo combines the best of 
two worlds: a bench on one side and chairs 
on the other. The attached bench allows you 
to slide in from the sides, without having to 
lift your legs. The open side offers flexibility 
and welcomes wheelchairs or child seats at 
any time.

Registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Extremis

What’s your preferred 
seat? A shared bench that 
creates an exceptional 
atmosphere or a separate 
chair that offers the 
flexibility of personal space? 
At the Hopper combo table 
everybody is free to choose 
their favorite side.
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Hopper combo
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Hopper combo wood

The Hopper combo combines the best of 
two worlds: a bench on one side and chairs 
on the other. Grab a few Captain’s Chairs to 
add comfort. The attached bench allows you 
to slide in from the sides, without having to 

lift your legs. The open side offers flexibility 
and welcomes wheelchairs or child seats at 
any time. Pick your favorite hardwood for the 
surface and a powder coated or galvanized 
finish for the legs. 

180/240/300/360 123

74

Accessories & options

Dimensions (cm)

Backrest Cushions

Configure me

Power options Wheelchair accessible

Materials & colors

Tabletop, bench & backrest Frame

Legs & backrest supports

Galvanized steelIroko Hellwood

Black
RAL9005

Earth

Verdigris Reed green Copper brown
RAL6013 RAL8004

Beach beige Off white
RAL1019 RAL9002
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240/300/360 123

74

Backrest Cushions

Configure me

Hopper combo AA

With a bench on one side and chairs on 
the other, this table suits everybody’s 
preferences. Slip in from the sides 
on the attached benches, or grab a 
Captain’s Chair for a different seating 

spot. This mono-material table offers 
more flexibility thanks to the open sides 
that welcome wheelchairs or child seats 
at any time. Available in several colors, 
Hopper combo AA fits any setting.

Accessories & options

Dimensions (cm)

Grey chiné Dark taupe MarbleCoconut Charcoal

Leaf green Rust Biscuit

Power options

Sunbrella® cushions (for wood & AA version)

Wheelchair accessible

Materials & colors

Tabletop, bench, legs & backrest

Black
RAL9005

Earth

Verdigris Reed green Copper brown
RAL6013 RAL8004

Beach beige Off white
RAL1019 RAL9002
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Hopper bench
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2010

A quick change of scenery? This versatile 
bench can be used in more than one way. 
Take a seat on the bench or turn around to 
the opposite direction - the backrest now 
doubles as a tabletop. This design adds 
comfort to each street, rooftop, garden or 
balcony. 

Registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Extremis

In 2021, the town of 
Rockford, Michigan closed 
part of its main street for a 
few months to create a public 
gathering space. After seeing 
how the main street quickly 
became a bustling place for 
families and friends, boosting 
the local businesses as well, 
the city has made a long-term 
investment in togetherness 
by placing Hopper benches 
along the walkways to bring 
people together in the public 
space. 
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To create an attractive and 
lively urban area, Okayama 
city in Japan has placed 
30 Hopper benches along 
the main street. By shifting 
from a ‘car-centered’ to a 
‘people-first’ area, the city 
has created a spacious area 
that is fun to walk along. 
Now, people from all ages 
feel comfortable using 
the public space that has 
shifted from a parking space 
into a meeting area.


SUSHISAMBA restaurant 
outdoor terrace on top of 
the Heron Tower.
London / UK.

Hopper bench
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Hopper bench wood

In streetscapes and squares, gardens or 
balconies, Hopper bench suits any location. 
This multi-functional design can be used in 
more ways than a traditional city bench. 
The attached legs allow you to slide in from 

the sides and sit down with a backrest. And 
the top surface doubles as a tabletop when 
facing the opposite direction. The versatility 
of this design allows for a quick change of 
scenery while adding comfort along the way.

240/300

Accessories & options

Dimensions (cm)

Stabilizing support

Configure me

68

74

Wheelchair accessible

Materials & colors

Tabletop & bench Frame

Legs & stabilizing support

Galvanized steel

Galvanized steel

Iroko Hellwood

Black
RAL9005

Earth

Verdigris Reed green Copper brown
RAL6013 RAL8004

Beach beige Off white
RAL1019 RAL9002
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240/300

Stabilizing support

Hopper bench AA

This bench can really be used anywhere, 
the streetscape, in a park, on a balcony or 
in public spaces… Sit on the bench leaning 
against the backrest or hop onto the table-
top for a higher perspective. Tired of your 

view? Turn around to use it as a table-seat 
combination. The robust materials can 
withstand more than one knock, and the 
natural colors give a timeless look that 
also stands the test of time esthetically. 

Accessories & options

Dimensions (cm)

68

74

Configure me

Wheelchair accessible

Materials & colors

Tabletop, bench, legs & stabilizing support

Black
RAL9005

Earth

Verdigris Reed green Copper brown
RAL6013 RAL8004

Beach beige Off white
RAL1019 RAL9002
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Hopper shade
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2010

Being based in the only hops region in 
Belgium, we’ve let the many hop gardens 
that dominate the landscape inspire our 
designs. Mimicking the hop fields, the 
Hopper shade has slanted poles that fold 
the canopy in an esthetically pleasing way. 

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Extremis

Without taking up any extra 
space around the table, 
the broad canopy of the 
Hopper shade offers this 
family a refreshing spot 
to enjoy lunch at these 
holiday homes in Les 
Issambres, France.
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Hopper shade
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Extremis

This garden in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, USA, looks like a 
winter wonderland, straight 
from a fairytale. 
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Configure me

Hopper shade

In the opened and closed positions, 
Hopper shade echoes the lines of the 
Hopper design. It opens and closes 
effortlessly, thanks to an internal spring 
mechanism that takes up no extra space 

beside the table. This foldable canopy 
creates ample shade for everyone in a 
simple, aesthetically pleasing way. 

256/316/376

242/302/362242/302/362

268

268 268

211

211 217

248/309/369 268

211

Materials & colors

Dimensions (cm)

With Hopper picnic AA

Assembly to Hopper legs

Cover (included)

Assembly under legs Floor fastening Concrete base

High-tech polyester fabric Poles

Grey taupe White Stainless steel

Accessories & options

With Hopper picnic
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Inumbra
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2002

The classic parasol has become so familiar 
that hardly anyone would stop to consider 
how it could be redesigned. Inumbra is the 
result of improving every single aspect a 
parasol has.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Inumbra


Restaurant 'Camping Mar' 
at Marina Vela, Barcelona 
/ Spain.


Concrete villa with 
impressive patio.
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The Gargantua or 

Pantagruel table serves as 
a parasol base. No pole to 

cramp your legroom.


This all-black Inumbra 
shade is a statement piece.
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Inumbra

This all-black Inumbra 
shade is a statement piece 
with some very nice extra’s. 
While the black canvas 
doesn’t have any dangling 
parts hanging above your 
head, it also doesn’t easily 
show ‘natural droppings’. 
The black pole fits into the 
tabletop, leaving all the 
space underneath for your 
legs. 


Pantagruel also serves as 
a parasol base. So there's 

no pole cramping your 
legroom!
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Configure me

Inumbra

Inumbra provides protection with a 
minimalist look and no technical parts 
on view. Opens and closes easily with a 
separate handle. Inumbra has been sub-
mitted to wind-tunnel testing at the Von 

Karman Institute. Although the parasol 
can withstand wind speeds of up to 8 
on the Beaufort scale, it is off course 
advisable to close it sooner (from wind 
speed 6 as a rule of thumb).

medium/large medium/large

279/289 284/300 282/298

medium/large

medium/large 
With Gargantua

274/290

medium/large 
With Pantagruel picnic

277/293

Accessories & options

Floor fastening Concrete base Concrete wheel base Connection piece for 
Gargantua & Pantagruel

Materials & colors

Dimensions (cm)

High-tech polyester fabric

Black Taupe White

Pole

Black
RAL9005

Stainless steel

With Gargantua With Pantagruel picnic

Cover (included)
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Inumbrina
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2009

Inumbrina is a lighter version of Inumbra, 
but offers the same advantages: it has the 
same innovative beauty, and its flat design 
also makes it very wind resistant.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Inumbrina opens with an 
innovative pulley system; 

with a simple rope you 
raise the curtain and 

create shadow
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Inumbrina

The beautiful terrace of the PWC 
offices in Lucerne, Switzerland, 

makes the most of the view 
across the old town and offers 

outdoor space for informal 
gatherings, work or meetings.


Let’s have some (iced) tea at 

Mr Ito’s garden in Nagano, 
Japan.
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Configure me

Inumbrina

The major difference between Inumbra 
and Inumbrina lies in how they are oper-
ated. When converting to a thinner and 
lighter central pole, the challenge was 
to replace the handle and spindle sys-

tem. Our technical team came up with 
an ingenious pulley and rope system. 
Opening and closing the parasol with 
a rope turns out to be really easy, and 
even faster! Cover included.

251

Accessories & options

Floor fastening Concrete base Concrete wheel base Parasol bases Connection piece for 
Gargantua & Pantagruel

Materials & colors

Dimensions (cm)

High-tech polyester fabric

Black Taupe White

Pole

Stainless steel

With Gargantua
(Inumbrina large)

With Anker
(Inumbrina medium)

(Inumbrina medium)

With Pantagruel picnic
(Inumbrina large)

(Inumbrina large) (Inumbrina large)(Inumbrina medium/
large)

large 
With Gargantua

large 
With floor fastening

large 
With concrete base

large 
With concrete wheel base

medium 
With parasol base

medium 
With Anker

large 
With Pantagruel picnic

279 250279

290279 298
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Kosmos
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2008

Kosmos is inspired by a yachts' cockpit: 
“When space is limited, like on a boat, we 
need to be more creative.” Kosmos is the 
alternative to a combination of table, chairs, 
lounge chairs, sun protection, and so on. All 
functionalities combined in one!

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Kosmos is the perfect all-
in-one piece of furniture. 
Working outside or lounging 
in the sun, you choose!


City rooftop terrace by 

landscape architect 'De 
Telder Tuinen', Ghent.
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Convert the Kosmos 
into a lounge bed by 

setting the adjustable 
table to its lowest 

position.
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Kosmos


Library of University college 

'Vives', Bruges.

A moment to put your feet 
up or a cushy chat? Kosmos 
is a tiny world where all is 
possible! The black coated 
shell combines perfectly 
with the charcoal cushions, 
an elegant marriage with 
the architecture of this 
residence.
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Dimensions (cm)

Configure me

Materials & colors

Shell

Sunbrella® cushions

Black
RAL9005

Earth

Grey chiné Dark taupe Marble

Accessories & options

Height adjustable table Cover With Kosmos shade

Types

8-seater 8-seater high

Kosmos

Kosmos has a round shape for more 
intense conversations and cosier cud-
dling at night. At its lowest position, 
the optional adjustable table offers a 
completely flat surface, transforming 

Kosmos into a giant lounger. This mul-
ti-purpose set takes you right through 
the day – from breakfast to sunbathing 
– without stuffing your roof terrace full 
of furniture.

Ø260/Ø280

74/109

339 327

201

Off white
RAL9002
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Kosmos shade
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2008

We wanted an umbrella that did not stand 
in the way when it was closed. The original 
and patented innovation is that it simply 
opens and closes horizontally like a fan… Or 
a bird’s wings. Design by nature!

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Idyllic pontoon, Lake 
Lucerne / Switzerland.

Creating elegant shade 
to your pool sofa? The 
Kosmos square shade is 
a freestanding umbrella 
that supports a clean and 
balanced look while adding 
ample shade.
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Configure me

Dimensions (cm)

Floor fastening

LED-light
(Warm white)

Concrete base

Cover (included)

Concrete wheel base

Accessories & options

Types

Round shade Square shade

Kosmos shade

Kosmos shade is an ingenious design 
that opens horizontally like a fan, of-
fering excellent wind resistance (wind 
force 6 on the Beaufort scale). It hangs 
low enough to provide lots of shade, 

and is perfect for placing next to the 
Kosmos table and seat combination or 
any other furniture. Hidden magnets 
keep the shade open.

339 327

201

339 339

214 222

With Kosmos 8-seater

Materials & colors

High-tech polyester fabric

WhiteTaupe

Pole

Stainless steelBlack
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Manille
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2023

From a cozy setting of four ideal for 
cocooning to a sprawling table for a large 
group, Manille is sure to pull the right card 
with outdoor lovers across the globe.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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You can opt to create islands 
of separate Manille tables or 
you can link multiple tables 
seamlessly, thanks to this 
coupling piece.
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Manil le

Manille transforms into a 
cozy cocoon with a shade 
system effortlessly sliding 
into the backrests, offering 
sun protection and creating 
a charming outdoor retreat.


At the Frederik Meijer Gardens 

in Michigan, USA, visitors 
can take a seat at the easy 
accessible Manille tables.
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Accessories & options

Types

Materials & colors

Extremis

144 177 245

74

187

Dimensions (cm)

Tabletop & benches Frame

Legs

Galvanized steelHellwood

Earth Copper brown
RAL8004

Cosmic cream
RAL1015

Pistache
RAL6021

Connection piece Floor fastening With shade

Manille

Manille is a perfect blend of practicality 
and joy. Designed as a table-bench 
formation, this table comfortably 
accommodates up to four people, 
while the head of the table is reserved 

for wheelchair users - making Manille 
an inclusive and accessible table. With 
a parasol system simply sliding into the 
backrests, Manille effortlessly becomes 
a cosy cocoon, protected from the sun.

Mani l le

Wheelchair accessible

Configure me
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Marina
© Design by Metrica for Extremis, 2012

This particular design once again shows 
the 'Tools for Togetherness' philosophy 
of Extremis. The seemingly endless table 
is perfect for entertaining large groups of 
guests, friends and family.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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The reed green Marina 
picnic is the preferred table 
for an outdoor lunch.
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Marina

This Marina combo set 
with matching Captain's 
Chairs integrates 
effortlessly into a natural 
landscape or urban setting.
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Add cushions for 

extra soft comfort.
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Marina


The Marina combo table

enriches this patio. Notice how 
there’s also a Marina placed 

indoors, what a flued transition 
between outside and inside. 

The fixed benches or 
Captain's Chairs? At the 
Marina combo, you always 
gather gracefully.
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Configure me

Marina

Types

Accessories & options

Materials & colors

Coated fiberglass tabletop & benches & powder coated steel legs

Floor fastening Captain's Chair

Marina combo Marina picnic Marina table Marina high table

A table that can be as long as your guest 
list or as short as you need for a family 
of four: the Marina is designed for inti-
mate gatherings or large meetings. You 

and your guests can easily move about 
and engage with everyone. This table is 
the ultimate conversation playground.

Marina bistro Marina double desk

Verdigris Reed green
RAL6013

Copper brownOff white
RAL8004RAL9002

Power options

Grey chiné Dark taupe Marble Leaf green Rust

Sunbrella® cushions

Wheelchair accessible
(Except for the high table)
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Panigiri
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2023

An endless festival at the dining table.  
Panigiri's modularity ensures there's a seat 
for everyone, allowing table segments to 
be endlessly coupled. By combining chairs, 
benches and add-on chairs, you create the 
setting of your desire

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Nestled beside the sea, 
this Mediterranean villa 
has its own alfresco haven 
featuring the Panigiri picnic 
setup and the elegant Sensu 
Tilted umbrella. The BYOS 
(Bring Your Own Seat) and 
Slide-on cushions bring 
comfort to the organic 
wooden benches. Paired 
with the Walrus sofa in 
beige and terracotta 
hues, the patio becomes a 
picturesque retreat.
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Panigir i

Sheltered by a generous 
roof overhang, this inviting 
patio features the Panigiri 
combo and sleek Captain’s 
Pipe Chairs. Their dark 
color harmonizes with the 
bungalow's facade, while 
soft Slide-on cushions 
offer a touch of warmth 
and comfort to the wooden 
benches.
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The Bring Your Own 
Seat (BYOS) option 
allows you to hook 

a super comfortable 
woven backrest and an 

upholstered seating 
cushion onto the bench.


Enhance comfort with 
slide-on cushions, 
seamlessly secured 
through a slide-in 
technique.
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Accessories & options

Types

Materials & colors

Panigiri offers infinite combinations as 
soon as you start to play with length and 
seating options. Comprising only three 
elements—a central top, two end tops, 
and legs—the table's smallest setup ac-

commodates eight people comfortably. 
Adding an extra central top expands the 
length, providing four additional seats. 
The possibilities are limitless—construct 
your desired length with Panigiri! 

More info

Tabletop & benches Frame

Legs

BYOS frameBYOS cushion

Slide-on cushion

Galvanized steel

Black
RAL9005

Earth

EarthCoconut

Coconut

Beache beige

Marble

Marble

RAL1019
Off white
RAL9002

Additional modules
(Adding 4 people)

BYOS Slide-on cushion Captain's Chair

Panigiri combo Panigiri picnic Panigiri table

Panigir i

Hellwood

Wheelchair accessible

With Sensu (Tilted)
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Pantagruel
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2014

Pantagruel is the son of Gargantua and a 
giant too: A Gargantuan round tabletop to 
gather the whole family, but refined elements 
and a handy Lazy Susan were added. Besides 
a picnic version there’s also a table and high 
table. All perfect tools to enjoy the good 
things in life.

Want to know more? Order the whole story about the giants!
www.extremis.com/giants

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Pantagruel also serves as a 
parasol base. The pole fits 

into the tabletop, leaving 
all the space underneath 

for your legs!


Everybody loves a spaghetti 
party! Certainly if you can 
keep adding sauce & cheese 
thanks to the rotating tray.


On the tropical island of 
Bonaire, this Pantagruel 
picnic table aged beautifully 
under the sultry sun, 
excellently matching the 
island’s white beaches and 
blue villa. 
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Pantagruel

Hidden behind a stately 
Bruges facade lies this 
luxurious urban jungle. 
Landscape architect 
Monbaliu created a 
green oasis with a mix of 
asymmetrical shapes and 
exuberant borders and the 
round Pantagruel picnic as 
centerpiece.
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Add a backrest to your 

Pantagruel benches for 
extra comfort. These 

curved backrests follow 
the shape of the round 

picnic table while adding 
a sleek back support
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The stepped construction of 
this apartment building by 
Govaert & Vanhoutte creates 
an intriguing play of floating 
terraces. The Pantagruel 
picnic seamlessly integrates 
in the design where open 
facades enhance the wide 
view of the North Sea, its 
dunes, and the natural 
reserve.

Pantagruel
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Pantagruel

At the HQ of Afas Software 
in the Netherlands, the 
employees are enjoying a 
break on one of the many 
outdoor terraces. The 
Sunbrella cushions add 
a soft yet stylish touch to 
the Earth legs for ultimate 
comfort.
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Pantagruel

At Endo Lighting in Tokyo, 
Japan, this indoor patio 
brings the outdoor elements 
indoors. The Pantagruel 
picnic tables bring people 
together, and its round 
shape includes everybody 
equally. The wooden seats 
and tabletop add a warm 
touch, while the shadow 
play adds an exciting 
element to the space. 


The Ena campus in Greece 
aims to offer a balance 
between workspaces and 
break areas. 


The Lazy Susan in the 

center of the Pantagruel 
table makes sharing easy.
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Configure meThe Pantagruel round picnic table seats 
eight. When combined with the wood 
used for the tabletop and benches it 
forms a durable outdoor picnic set. Pan-
tagruel also features a Lazy Susan, to 

take the hard work out of passing food 
and drinks around. In addition to the 
picnic version, there is the Pantagruel 
table and the high table.

Pantagruel

Accessories & options

Types

Materials & colors

Tabletop & benches

Frame, legs & backrests

Sunbrella® cushions

Cushions Backrest

Various parasols

Floor fastening

Pantagruel picnic Pantagruel table Pantagruel high table

Iroko Hellwood

Black
RAL9005

Earth Beach beige
RAL1019

Off white
RAL9002

Dark taupe Coconut Marble BiscuitGrey chiné

Power options

Galvanized steel
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Picnik
© Design by Dirk Wynants & Xavier Lust for Extremis, 2002

The launch of this design elevated a simple 
‘tête à tête’ to an extremely romantic or even 
philosophical converse. Picnik became a 
real design classic, thanks to its iconic 
shape.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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The sweet spot of this 
house? The terrace with 
dune views! Step outside the 
bedroom and you’ll find the 
Picnik table waiting for you 
to kickstart your day.

Picnik


The Picnik in Verdigris 
blends easily with the 
garden, making the table a 
subtle eye-catcher.
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Picnik


Relaxing in style in this 
beautiful urban garden. 

Let’s head out onto the 
balcony for a dreamlike 
breakfast. Just like the 
bond between mother and 
son, the Picnik table is 
made from one and the 
same strong material that 
withstands each season.
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Configure me

Feet options Options

Standard feet Floor fastening Protective feet
(for delicate floors)

This table for two is in fact much more 
than just a table seating two people. Pic-
nik was of course primarily designed as 
a table and bench seat combination for 
small outdoor spaces. But thanks to its 

striking looks – both solid and stylized at 
the same time – Picnik is also frequently 
used indoors. One flat aluminium sheet 
is transformed into a Picnik, thanks to a 
number of strategic incisions and folds.

Picnik

147 95

75

Materials & colors

Dimensions (cm)

Powder coated aluminium

Verdigris Copper brown
RAL8004

Cobalt blue
RAL5013

Sun yellow Pistache
RAL1032 RAL6021

Off white
RAL9002

Wheelchair accessible
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Sensu
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2022

This free hanging, tilting shade combines the 
serenity of flat design with the functionality 
of a hand fan system. Thanks to its unique 
design, Sensu catches the sun with a variety 
of positions and doesn’t take up any space 
on your table.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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The flat canopy of the Sensu 
shade has a calming effect 
on any patio. The floating 
shade opens horizontally 
and thanks to its unique 
tilting and rotating design, 
it follows the sun throughout 
the day without effort. 
The perfect tool for a cool 
moment!
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Thanks to the smart design, 
the Sensu Quattro diamond 
effortlessly casts a shadow 
of almost 30m2. Four floating 
canopies are all attached to 
the same central pole that 
can be fixed in the ground. 
Tripping hazards and a loss 
of space are now a thing of 
the past; it's time to enjoy a 
refreshing lunch!
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Sensu

Sensu Tilted is the perfect 
companion for Panigiri. 
Boasting a forward 80° angle 
pole, this cantilever umbrella 
adds extra space around your 
table. Effortlessly navigate 
benches and chairs without 
hindrance.
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Easy tilt Sensu to 

create shade wherever 
you want.


The Sensu Tilted 
creates extra space 
around your table.
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A big patio and a big sofa… 
need much shade? Not an 
issue for this Sensu duo 
diamond shade. With two 
canopies hanging on the 
same pole, this shade 
doesn’t take up important 
patio space, while casting a 
vast shadow. 
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With a rotating and tilting 
feature, this Papyrus white 
Sensu offers refreshing 
shade where most needed 
throughout the day. A light 
lunch at the Marina combo 
and later a dive in the pool… 
Who doesn’t love to indulge 
in the summertime?
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Materials & colors

Types

Accessories for single

Accessories for duo & quattro

More info

Acrylic fabric

Pole & base cover plate

Black WhiteTaupe

Papyrus whiteOff white
RAL9018RAL9002

(Single only)

EarthBlack
RAL9005

Wheel base

(360° rotatable)

Permanent fixation Pole extension

Floor fastening Pole extension Pole extension
(Single - Straight) (Single - Tilted)

Base Floor fastening

Single - Straight Duo square Duo diamond Quattro diamond

This free-hanging cantilever parasol 
combines the beauty of flat design with 
the functionality of a hand fan system. 
Unlike traditional center-pole umbrel-
las, Sensu doesn’t take up any space 

on and under your table - both opened 
and closed. Rotate and/or cantilever the 
white, taupe, or black shade to follow 
the sun throughout the day.

Sensu

(360° rotatable)
Single - Tilted

Permanent fixation
spacer plate
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Sol+Luna
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2016

Sunbathe during the day, lounge with friends 
by night. Take it easy in our Sol+Luna sunbed, 
which transforms into a comfortable sofa at 
sunset. The optional sun shade changes into 
a full moon every night...

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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The Sol+Luna tapa tables 
always come in handy!


Watch the night fall under 

the full moonlight.
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Sol+Luna

Sink into the comforts of 
the Sol+Luna sofa for a 
few hours. Hugged by the 
Marble cushions on the softly 
colored Earth frame, you’ll 
never want to get up again.
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Attach the compact 

shade and create shade 
wherever you want.


Transform the sunbed 
into a comfortable 
outdoor lounge sofa 
by adding some some 
cushions.
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Sol+Luna

Sun, sea, lounge, and fun. 
With Sol+Luna, you have 
a soft sofa and a perfect 
sunbed all in one, and with 
the optional wheels, you 
can follow the sun each 
moment of the day.
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Having friends over for the 
day is wonderful, but oh so 
exhausting… Time for a nap! 
Sol+Luna easily shifts from 
sofa to sunbed and vice versa, 
and thanks to the compact 
sunshade, you won’t burn up 
while you nap away. 
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Configure me

Types Shades

Accessories & options

Materials & colors

Powder coated frame, legs & backrest

Batyline mesh

Sunbrella® cushions

Recliner cushion

Storage net

Comfort cushions Comfort cushions

Locker

(seperate) (connected)
Wheels

Cover Tapa table Pool towel

Bolster pillow set

Off white
RAL9002

White

Earth Beach beigeBlack
RAL1019RAL9005

BlackEarth

Australis sofa sunbed Flat shade Shade with LED
(warm or cool white)

Sol+Luna

It’s not a sunbed, it’s not a sofa, it’s 
both. Transform the sunbed into a 
comfortable outdoor lounge sofa by 
adding some comfort cushions. This 
multifunctionality makes Sol+Luna 

the perfect space-saving solution for 
balconies or patios. Accessories can 
be used to create shade, add lighting 
and provide surfaces for drinks.

Grey chiné Coconut SootyMarbleDark taupe
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Sticks
© Design by Hsu-Li Teo & Stefan Kaiser for Extremis, 2003

A space divider and the perfect way to create 
privacy wherever needed, inside or outside. 
Sticks divide your room or terrace optically, 
without losing the feeling of spaciousness.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Merging perfectly with the 
color palette of this co-
working space located in a 
former chapel, these Sticks 
offer privacy while adding a 
natural touch.
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Sticks


In an open-plan office, 
employees find some 
privacy where needed.


Hide away behind the 
curved Sticks to get some 
focused work done. Without 
closing off the space with a 
hard boundary, this space 
divider offers privacy and a 
textured material. 
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Inspired by nature, Sticks is 
the ideal space divider. They 
create a reed-like visual 
and physical barrier while 
allowing the light to flood 
through. Optional weighted 
bases and floor anchoring 
suggestions are offered for 
windy outdoor spaces.


Create your own stylish 

cocoon at home with the 
indoor Sticks with natural 

rubberwood bases.
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Accessories & options

Types

Configure me

Materials & colors

Dimensions (cm)

Bases

Fiberglass rods

Natural rubberwoodRubber Dark rubberwood
(indoor use only) (indoor use only)

White Black Wood color Green

Bases with LED
(Warm or cool white) (Rods vary in height between

120/150/180/210 cm - Only
for standard & curved bases)

Extra weight Connection piece

Rectangular bases Square bases Sharp curved bases
(ø200 cm)(standard)

Wide curved bases
(ø428 cm)

St icks

This space divider is the ideal way to 
create privacy, while keeping an open 
flow. Use Sticks indoors to adapt the 
look of a room or office arrangement 
entirely to your own taste. You can 

also choose which and how many rods 
you use and create various degrees of 
transparency, color combinations or 
differences in length. Delivered with 
optional feet for delicate floors.

30 25 / 30 24,6 32,6

30

50 / 60 62,8 65,2 120/150/180/210

Biophilic Sticks
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Tiki
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2018

This alluring table and stool await you, 
along with a fine, refreshing cocktail. Tiki 
is aperitif 2.0: a modern twist on the high-
top café setting, not heavy and awkward to 
drag around, but lightweight and compactly 
stored away.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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Tiki

The high-top Tiki table 
brings elegance to any 
setting. The light table folds 
together tightly for easy 
storage. 
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The large breakfast area 
with stunning views at B&B 
'The Bunkers' in Knokke.
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Tiki

In the cozy courtyard of 
this coffee shop, you can 
have a seat at the Earth 
and Verdigris Tiki sets. 
The owners easily unfold 
Tiki tables and add stools 
when it’s rush hour. The 
wire-frame base made up of 
outdoor-resistant materials 
and the bent steel legs bring 
comfort to tired feet. 
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Accessories & options

More info

Materials & colors

Legs & seat

Sunbrella® cushions

Cushion Backrest With Marina high table With Pantagruel high table With AMAi

Types

Stool Counter stool Bar stool

Tiki  stools

Tiki is the ideal bar stool for your garden 
party. The steel legs and seat give the 
design a pure, uncomplicated line. Or 
why not opt for a stylish twist, with a 
wooden seat? With its minimalist con-

tours, this bar stool blends seamlessly 
in any party setting whilst offering com-
fortable seating and support for tired 
feet. 

Black
RAL9005

Earth

Cobalt blue
RAL5013

Beach beige
RAL1019

Sun yellow Cosmic cream
RAL1032 RAL1015

Verdigris

Copper brown
RAL8004

Oiled oak
(seat only)

Off white Reed green

Pistache

RAL9002 RAL6013

RAL6021

Grey chiné Dark taupe Indigo

Loto Craps

Marble Charcoal Leaf green
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With AMAi

More info

Dimensions (cm)

With Acacia

Table types (with or without tabletop holes)

Table small Table large

Tiki  tables

Tiki is the ideal bar stool for your garden 
party. The steel legs and seat give the 
design a pure, uncomplicated line. Or 
why not opt for a stylish twist, with a 
wooden seat? With its minimalist con-

tours, this bar stool blends seamlessly 
in any party setting whilst offering com-
fortable seating and support for tired 
feet. 

ø92 ø120

105

Materials & colors

Stools & tables

Black
RAL9005

Earth Copper brown
RAL8004

Off white
RAL9002

Verdigris
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Virus
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2016

Virus, a playful picnic table for 3/4/5 
people, brings life, a smile and dynamism 
to even the most sterile areas. For every kind 
of gathering and every room there is an ideal 
Virus-table. Togetherness everywhere!

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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In combination with the 
Acacia shade.


Add a backrest for 

extra comfort.
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Merging with every garden 
and guest.

Virus
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These colorful design 
pieces at 'Broeinest 
Utrecht cms acadamy', The 
Netherlands, spread good 
ideas and infect everyone 
with creativity!

Virus


Yellow Virus tables welcome 
students at the entrance 
of student residence Hult 
House, designed by EF 
Architecture & Design in 
Boston, USA.


The compact Virus is ideal 

for a small balcony or patio.
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Configure me

Accessories & options

Materials & colors

Powder coated tabletop, seats, legs & backrest

Backrest Cushions Floor fastening Stacking spacer /
Purse hanger

With Acacia shade3-seater
(ø160 cm)

4-seater
(ø170 cm)

5-seater
(ø180 cm)

Types (with or without tabletop holes)

Virus

Virus is a picnic table in various guises. 
Different versions based on an identical 
seating frame for three to five people. 
This is a fun way of filling a space with 
a mixture of small to medium-sized 

seating sets without losing uniformity. 
The compact design responds to the 
trend for smaller living spaces, offering 
a solution that enables you to use our 
tools on balconies and in urban gardens.

Off white
RAL9002

Verdigris Reed green
RAL6013

Copper brown
RAL8004

Cosmic cream
RAL1015

Pistache
RAL6021

Power options Wheelchair
accessibility options

Sunbrella® cushions

Grey chiné Dark taupe Indigo

Loto Craps

Marble Charcoal Leaf green

Cobalt blue Sun yellow
RAL5013 RAL1032
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Walrus
© Design by Dirk Wynants for Extremis, 2014

The only "real" outdoor sofa. Named after 
the impressive mammal that braves water, 
weather and wind with its thick, smooth hide, 
this design combines two different materials 
in order to fulfill the seemingly irreconcilable 
requirements of high comfort levels, 
aesthetics and ultimate weather resistance.

All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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City terrace by landscape 
architect 'De Telder Tuinen', 
Ghent.

Walrus

No more worries thanks 
to Walrus, with this fully 
weatherproof sofa you 
can enjoy every precious 
moment with the kids!
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In summer, Walrus sofa is 

everyone's favorite hotspot.

Choose your favorite 
upholstery colors and keep 

all the cushions ready in 
the back pockets of Walrus. 
Always at hand and adapted 

to any weather condition.
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Walrus
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Blanket
Charcoal

Out of the Fjordinary

Forests & Fields

A boreal and montane togetherness biome

A green and rural togetherness biome

Grey chiné Alpine Sooty
Comfort cush. Lumbar cush. Deco cush.

Coconut Marble Dark taupe Leaf green
Blanket Comfort cush. Lumbar cush. Deco cush.
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Walrus

A Lotta Terracotta

Majestic Mirage

A mediterranean togetherness biome

A sandy and breezy togetherness biome

Marble Indigo

Blush

Biscuit

Rust

Loto
Blanket Comfort cush.

Lumbar cush.

Lumbar cush.

Deco cush.

Deco cush.

Coconut Marble
Blanket Comfort cush.
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With its soft brownish hide 
this Earth Walrus adds a 
calming touch to the patio, 
not grabbing the attention 
of the gorgeous views but 
rather complementing them. 
This high-performance 
fabric can stay outdoors in 
any season, just take the 
cushions out of the built-in 
pockets to start lounging in 
all comfort. 
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Types

Configure me

Accessories & options

Materials & colors

Tarpaulin upholstery

Sunbrella® cushions

Blankets Comfort cushions Lumbar cushions Deco cushions Coffee tables Connection piece

Chalk Safari

MarbleCoconutDark taupe

Rust

Indigo Alpine

Charcoal

Nami Loto

Craps Blush Biscuit

Moss

Sooty

Leaf green

Club chair

All modules available in two 
sizes, 110 or 80 cm wide 
seating cushion

Seat with 2 side tables

Corner seat (L/R)

Seat with side table & armrest
(L/R)

Middle seat (L/R)

Seat with side table
(L/R)

Footstool

Walrus

The only outdoor sofa that can really 
stay outdoors. An ingenious storage 
pouch in the back of the Walrus hides 
a foldout blanket and a thick cushion to 
provide the softness, comfort and touch 

that feel best in contact with your body. 
This softness is provided in a matter of 
seconds: a warm, dry and comfortable 
place to sit outdoors is instantly availa-
ble. Yes, in all seasons! 

Earth

Wood

Iroko Hellwood

Grey chiné
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Out of the Fjordinary
A boreal and montane togetherness biome

We translated the northern biomes into a balanced color 
palette, transcending the ordinary through a blend of 

nature's most incredible beauty

Sunbrella 
fabric colors

Powder coating 
colors

1. Black
2. Off white
3. Cobalt blue
4. Pistache
5. Verdigris

1. Grey chiné
2. Moss
3. Alpine
4. Indigo
5. Nami
6. Sooty
7. Charcoal

1
1

2

3

45

6

72

3
4

5
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Biomes

A Lotta Terracotta
A mediterranean togetherness biome

Welcome to warm earthy tones and terracotta red 
shores: this is just the perfect holiday color palette

1. Beach beige
2. Cosmic cream
3. Copper brown
4. Earth
5. Off white

1. Marble
2. Biscuit
3. Coconut
4. Blush
5. Rust
6. Indigo
7. Dark taupe

1
1

2

3

45

6

72

3
4

5

Sunbrella 
fabric colors

Powder coating 
colors
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Sunbrella 
fabric colors

Rooted in West-Flemish tradition, we blend temperature 
forest elements - the main European biome - with local 

clay and hay for a unique touch

1. Black
2. Verdigris
3. Reed green
4. Earth
5. Off white

1. Marble
2. Coconut
3. Biscuit
4. Moss
5. Leaf green
6. Sooty
7. Dark taupe

1
1

2

3

45

6

72

3
4

5

Forests & Fields
A green and rural togetherness biome

Powder coating 
colors
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Biomes

Sunbrella 
fabric colors

Embark on a captivating nighttime escapade where 
gentle hues of yellows and rich accents cast a 

mesmerizing allure over the dunes

1. Off white
2. Sun yellow
3. Cosmic cream
4. Indigo
5. Beach beige

1. Marble
2. Coconut
3. Craps
4. Biscuit
5. Indigo
6. Loto

1
1

2

3
4

5

62

3
4

5

Majestic Mirage
A sandy and breezy togetherness biome

Powder coating 
colors
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pCon configurator

Configurator

Try out every conceivable color and material combination;  
your perfect ‘tool for togetherness’ is just a click away!

Scan me
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